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Android 9. 1 update

In general, Android updates come courtesy of your carrier. How you access operating system updates varies, but you should prepare your phone or tablet in some ways before you start downloading. The newer your phone is, the sooner you get operating system updates; Google's Pixel smartphones get them first. Those with phones that run on older
operating system versions must first jump through a few tires or may not be able to upgrade at all. This tells you which version of the Android operating system you are running, get operating system updates, and what to do if you don't want to wait for your carrier to issue the operating system update. The following instructions should usually apply no matter
who made your Android phone: Samsung, Google, Huawei, Xiaomi, etc. However, each handset can easily have different names for things. On a Pixel smartphone, you'll receive operating system updates within days of its release. You will receive a notification asking you to download the update. On most Android smartphones, you can check for system
updates in Settings. If one is available, you will use a download prompt to see information about what the update is. Whether you have received a notification or gone to settings, you can download and install the update immediately or schedule it for later. Just follow the on-screen instructions. Before you continue, there are a few things you should do: Secure
your Android phone To make sure your battery is at least 50 percentPlug the phone into a power sourceMake sure you have enough space on your phoneConnect to Wi-Fi, unless you have an unlimited data plan. Google describes how much space you need to download an update. If you don't have enough, you can offload some of your apps, images, and
other files to make room with Android File Manager. If no update is available, you should check which version of Android you have, which helps you find out if and when you are eligible for an update. On most smartphones, you can find this under About Phone in Settings. Depending on the brand of Android phone you have, the process is a bit different. How
to find your operating system version on a Pixel phone. The user interface varies depending on the Android version you have. Open Settings Scroll down and tap System &gt; Info Phone. At the bottom of the screen you will see your Android version. On Samsung Galaxy phones, the process is similar, although in turn the interface may vary. Open the
settings. Tap About Phone &gt; Software Information. You'll see both your Android version and a UI version (Samsung's custom skin). If you have a phone that is not from Google or Samsung, the process will be similar; Check for instructions for your specific device from the manufacturer or carrier. The About the Phone section contains your phone's model
number, which can also help you figure out how to update your device (and if you can). Your carrier should also have information about whether you are receiving an operating system update. If the latest Android version is available, you will receive a notification on an eligible phone. Phone. can check for system updates by selecting the settings. If you have
a pixel, you probably already know that your device will receive updates when one is available. In this case, you will be alerted to updates within the first few days after an operating system version. Otherwise, if you have a newer non-pixel phone, you will be in the series first when your wireless carrier starts rolling out operating system updates. The older
your hardware, the longer you have to wait. And if it's old enough, you may not get any updates at all. The same applies if you have a lower end device; contact your manufacturer and carrier again to learn their policies. If you need the latest operating system as soon as it's available, you can still root your phone, allowing you to access updates if you want it.
This is just one of the many benefits of rooting your Android device. You can also access features that are not yet available for unuprooted Android phones and tablets. It was a good start to the week for Snap (NYSE:SNAP) as the tech giant rolled out the Snapchat Android update on Monday to help Android device owners enjoy the app to the same extent as
iOS users. The Los Angeles, California-based company has completed the new version of the app, which it developed from scratch in early 2018. It was necessary for the company to rebuild the app as it first tried to patch the problems of the old app, eventually came to the realization that this strategy did not work. Snapchat's user interface and navigation
should remain the same, but Android users can see that the app is faster and it has fewer delays and errors than the previous version. The new app takes into account a number of factors, including how different the Android world is from iOS, as there is more variety in the hardware that the previous platform uses compared to the latter. This variety of devices
applies especially when considering cameras and processors, as different mobile devices have different functionalities and functions. Snap said updating Snapchat for Android should be easier and faster than before, with new features released as soon as iOS, or maybe even faster. SNAP shares rose about 3.6% on Monday thanks to the update during
regular trading hours. Shares then fell, falling nearly 0.2% after hours. Article printed by InvestorPlace Media, . ©2020 InvestorPlace Media, LLC Source: Daniel Bader/Android Central Earlier this week, Google began introducing a small update to the 11 Beta - Version 1.5. The update was released without any fanfare, and rightly so. It essentially exists just to
fix a few bugs, how to make Google Pay work now. As unexciting as that may be, it's still great to see Google rolling out such a patch so soon. Some of our MEMBERS of the AC Forum have talked about the update, and it looks like many of them have already received it. Have. about you? Did you receive the Android 11 Beta 1.5 update? Join the
conversation in the forums! Every week, the Android Central podcast brings you the latest tech news, analysis and hot takes with familiar co-hosts and special guests. Subscribe to Pocket Casts: Subscribe to Audio in Spotify: Subscribe to Audio in iTunes: Audio We can earn a commission for purchases through our links. For more information. Google
announced a brand new version of Android this week, and you've probably heard of it even if you're not an Android user. Google refers to the new iteration of its platform as Android L, and we expect it to get a real moniker coming launch time. Regardless of its final name, Android L is impressive because it brings a surprisingly high number of novelties,
starting with a massive UI redesign that is the result of what Google calls material design. Simply put, Android L looks very different from Android KitKat - and we think this is a good thing (of course KitKat itself looks good). Google has even redesigned the Android buttons on the screen, which are simple, flat geometric shapes in Android L. You can see the
visual differences between Android L and Android KitKat here. The changes that are under the hood in Android L include a new set of tools and APIs collected under the name Project Volta. According to Google, Project will allow Volta's apps - and the entire system - to run more efficiently to save battery life. Google has also added 64-bit support and support
for OpenGL ES 3.1. You can see many more details in our Android L preview. All in all, it seems to us that this could be Google's biggest, most important Android update ever - since the platform's first release in 2008. Do you agree? Enter your votes in the poll below! P.S.: While an Android L developer preview is already available for Nexus 5 and Nexus 7
owners, Google has n°, when it will start the new version of the operating system properly. Sometime this fall it should happen anyway. SUBSCRIBE TO OUR NEWSLETTER! The Android operating system and its apps are constantly updated. Sometimes these patches include simple optimizations, new features, or security fixes and code customizations to
protect your information. To update apps on Android manually or automatically. Connect to Wi-Fi or use a 3G or 4G LTE cellular connection to update the operating system and apps. Use Wi-Fi if you have limited data usage. The following information should apply no matter who made your Android phone: Samsung, Google, Huawei, Xiaomi, etc. If you want
to update an app manually, go Google Play. Here's how: Open the Google Play Store app. Select Menu (the icon that looks like three horizontal lines), then select My Apps &amp; Games. If necessary, select the Updates tab, and then do one of the following: Tap Update All to download patches for all apps that have updates available. Tap Refresh next to a
specific app to update that app only. Would you like to know what's new in the App? Tap the down arrow to the right of the app name to find out. You may be prompted to accept an app's terms of use. Read the list of collected information or peripherals it accesses, and then tap Accept to complete the update. Your mobile device can automatically update
apps when an update becomes available. Give your device permission to continue without your help. Here's how to do it: Open the Google Play Store app. Select Menu &gt; Settings. Select Update apps automatically, and then choose how you want to update. Your options are: Over any network (data charges may apply). Only via Wi-Fi. To turn off auto-
updates, do not select Update apps automatically. Select Done when you're done. Wondering which version of Android your smartphone or tablet has? You need to know this information if you need to prepare your device before upgrading it, or if an app needs a specific android version. To find this information: Information:
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